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Hello Neighbors:
WE DID IT! Despite the “heat dome” that enveloped much of the Bay Area, our small community produced the 59th Kings Mountain Art Fair “in person” and online over Labor Day weekend.
Financial results will not be known until all the bills are in, but the operational outcome was outstanding. Thousands of fairgoers were safely transported, welcomed, fed, entertained, and presented with an opportunity to meet talented artists and acquire interesting, quality artwork from
their choice of categories.
Creating a forest art gallery for three operational days is a complex mash up of tasks entirely
performed by our own volunteers. Executive Director Bev Abbott’s message of thanks to Committee Chairs lays out the structure of activities needed to produce this marquee event. However, the
Chair thank yous to volunteers, (including most Echo readers), clearly illustrate our unofficial community mantra… “It takes a Mountain.” We hope every reader/volunteer feels a pronounced sense
of accomplishment for a job well done (and had fun doing it, besides).
While it is pretty much impossible to capture the vibrancy of Art Fair action pictorially, the composite of candid shots from Bill Goebner and Jonathan Lee on pages 14 and 15 tell a story larger
than of the event. It is one of volunteers as community. Somehow, neighbors, friends, and relatives came together once again to make the KMAF happen. The Art Fair is fundamentally an astonishing accomplishment for a small community like ours. However, its original motivation to fund
a well equipped Fire Department remains as vital today as it was 60 years ago. Maintaining enrichment programs at our fine local school regardless of the vicissitudes of state funding is likewise a
source of pride and priority (pages 24-25). Kudos to all.
All residents should attend an important Wildfire Readiness presentation on October 3 described on page 18. Learn from South Skyline leaders about how they coped with evacuation during the perilous 2020 CZU fire, which destroyed 1,490 buildings in nearby Coastal regions.
It’s also very important that you complete or update, if necessary, the Fire Department Emergency Information Form on pages 20 and 21. This could help first responders save your home.
We cannot close without expressing heartfelt sympathy to longtime residents, Ken and Joan
McIntire, whose daughter and grandchildren were tragically killed in an auto accident on August
14. Friends who wish to create some benefit out of tragedy can use this link to donate to a cause
near and dear to Lisa and her children: https://everloved.com/life-of/chu-biankanja/ Kings Mountain
neighbors will continue to hold Ken and Joan in their hearts.
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Jan Lundberg, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

Congratulations Kings Mountain on
the Successful Close of Art Fair 2022!
Thank You Chairs and Volunteers!

59th

by Bev Abbott, Executive Director
Preliminary results are in - WooHoo! WE’RE BACK! Andrew Anker’s statement at our June
Kick off Meeting said it best. Regarding Chair responsibilities: “none of us can remember what
we did a year ago let alone three years ago.” But you did it! We made our match for the grant and
then some. We sold tons of delicious food and drinks. And we sold art! Sales reports are still
coming in and it looks like we will equal or exceed our 2019 sales despite having fewer artists
due to COVID impact. Our usual devil the WEATHER cooperated for the most part. Although it
was hot, we had two lovely days and then Monday it was VERY HOT and it affected our attendance and sales but it could have been worse. The “heat dome” could have arrived a couple of
days earlier. A HUGE THANK YOU TO OUR CHAIRS! EACH OF YOU PERFOMED SO WELL
IN SPITE OF OUR LONG 3-YEAR HIATUS PRODUCING THE ART FAIR. WE PROVED OUR
CAPACITY TO RE-LEARN. I WANT TO THANK AND CONGRADULATE ALL OF OUR CHAIRS
AND EACH OF OUR CHAIRS FOR A JOB WELL DONE! In no particular order:
Larry Mann, Bill Allan and Tim German are on the grounds weeks before the fair making sure
they are in good shape. They take out dead trees, reduce hazards, clean up branches and
leaves, level artists areas (as much as possible), fix and install fences, set up wash stations,
check our power supply and more. Betty Johnson created beautiful grounds with plants that she
had nursed all year and that looked fresh and colorful all through the Fair, which required tender
care and frequent watering.
Andrew Anker, Bill Carlson, James Geranios and Dennis Ruby made sure our Beverage
Booths ran smoothly. Andrew may be the only one who was excited when he heard it would be
hot since he knew we would sell more cold beer. Thanks to the Team and Larry for doing a
special run to be sure we had water in cans, not plastic bottles, so that we continue our Zero
Waste efforts.
Hank Stern and George Dale managed Shuttles and Traffic – It was no small task this year to
search for and decide on a new shuttle system and to get a contractor to come to our mountain
with limos. (Trolleys were no longer available). Our law enforcement coverage was great, thanks
to Hank and George arranging it. Officers were VISIBLE and had uniforms on.
Carrie German as our liaison to the 120 artists does a HUGE AMOUNT OF WORK all year –
1st to get them to apply, then to manage the jury process, then to deal with the unhappy who got
rejected and the happy who got selected but are
confused (no matter how much you write to
them). David and Thalea Torres welcomed 120
artists with their trailers, vans, or cars and managed to get them all in place with no confusion
and very few problems and to help them set up.
Darcie Ellyne gave organization and new life to
Mountain Artists and created and maintained
the Shopping Bag Project.
Chris Ice, IT, created a top-notch team to provide tech support for all our needs and for the
artists and to monitor network activity. If there
was an issue during the fair, several on-call IT
volunteers could respond. He figured out how to
create the live stream with dueling windows,
which showed our KMAF movie and the live ongrounds webcam.
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Marlene Stern, Meta Townsley, and Liz Gannes
headed up T-info Booths. Marlene oversees this large
responsibility. Her team provides the “face” of the fair
as customers arrive. They had 54+ volunteers at three
different booths greeting customers and sending them
off to enjoy the Fair. Liz handled the sign-ups and kept
the binder up to date. Meta got our merchandise designed and stocked. This year, T- shirts and aprons almost sold out and through the last two years she has
also managed to sell all our remaining past inventory.
Sandy Cold Shapero headed our Marketing Team.
If people do not come, we do not have a fair and
Sandy and her team MAKE SURE THEY COME!
Sandy worked closely with Logan Rockmore to make our website even better and it is HOT. Check
it out along with our Facebook page. Sheena Mawson returned from Colorado to make our social
media lively. Attendance at the Fair was terrific because of our Marketing Team efforts with the
results only being damped down the third day due to weather.
Betsy Rix, Ted Thayer and Marty Eisenberg, delivered excellent food as always. Our “Fair fare”
excels, and it is due to their work in planning, cooking and delivering breakfast and lunch. Cook
Shack sales numbers will be coming soon and will provide data to support what we observed. A
HUGE NUMBER OF MEALS was sold. Paul Barulich did an outstanding job cashiering and making sure money and information flowed well. Linda Elliott continued as the cornerstone of the pantry and our Social Chair, responsible for events all year and for the Chair Dinner at the end of the
fair, which was yummy. Patty O’Connell, Cindy Phelps and Maria King, handled Volunteer Coordination, which requires enthusiasm and organization to fill our 300 slots. Eileen Kim and Michele
Covell managed Zero Waste, which is a HUGE JOB with planning the logistics, educating us all,
and with schlepping waste in black bags to its proper destination. We claim to be a Zero Waste
Fair and it takes a lot of effort to make that happen.
Amber Steele and Sarah Carlson headed our Booth Sitters, which keep our artists happy. For
everything from getting food to the artists to getting them IT support, booth sitters are there.
Thanks for doing check out for Mountain Artists on Saturday Sarah. Diane Palme, Artist Registration, as a NEW CHAIR took on the task of getting the artists in and oriented. Kelly Sullivan and her
team staffed the Main Desk dealing with weary artists at the end of each day to get our sales
reports.
Pat Mann created a wonderful experience for the children at Kiddie Hollow. Parents and kids
are happy. As she says, “we only had one complaint. That was from a child who did not want to
leave.”
Jeanne Carlson – Although technically not a Chair, Jeanne is our Treasurer and was there all
three days to organize and report our proceeds. There is a tradition of dumping money from the
boots on Jeanne’s desk and constant interruptions, but Jeanne manages to sort it all out for us.

ART FAIR 2022 WAS A TEAM EFFORT, AS ALWAYS. THANK YOU, TEAM!
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Volunteers Prepare for the 2022
Kings Mountain Art Fair
What a job it is to set up the art fair! Untold hours of volunteer work go into the
operational planning and preparation for the myriad of tasks required to prepare, set up,
administer, and safely operate the fair. These photos show just a portion of the final week’s preparation activity that went into getting ready for this year’s fair.

Storing the Wine
Hauling in the Ice
Unloading the
Food Truck

Stocking the
Pantry

Shucking Corn

Beautifying the Grounds

Briefing Info Booth Team
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Volunteers of All Ages Made the 2022 Fair a Big Success

Photos by Bill Goebner and Jonathan Y. Lee
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COOKSHACK VOLUNTEERS
They say it takes a village, and we had one
in the Cookshack!
The following is a list of our Cookshack
volunteers…many worked 3, 4, even 5 shifts during Art Fair Weekend. Many others did not make
the list because they popped in last minute offering help and we failed to properly capture their
names. You know who you are!
Aidan Thayer, Aileena, Aja Tsutsumi, Alec
Oswald & friend, Alena Stern, Allan Bruce, Aly
Rix, Alyssa Breetwor, Alyssa Raisis, Andrew Dellinger, Angela Bye, Ann Flory, Anne Ken, Arielle, Ashley
Mason, Ashley Soult, Ashlyn Cissell, Austri Fletcher, Aviva, Barbara Heydorn, Betsy Rix, Bill Spain, Bobby
Simmons, Caitlyn Holl, Dakota Lopez, Cali, Cami Bye, Camille Thayer, Carol Law, Carolyn Putnam, Carrie
German, Cathy Lau, Chaylee Tensfelt, Chris Polonchek, Chris Reynolds, Chris Spano, Cindy Pitt, Claudia
Fung, Colleen Garratt, Cooper, Corinne Rukgangus, Courtney Gragg, Cullen Simmons, Dale Rukgangus,
Daniel, RJ, Dante Razini, Dave Miller, Davy Bowman, Debbie Allan, Debbie Soult, Dominic Soult, Doug
Jordan, Eileen Chang, Ella Oldendorp, Emily Dellinger, Emma Willliamson, Eric Soult, Erica Fredrikson, Erin
Miller, Dave Miller, Fabiana Centero, George Hilley, Gildy Centeno, Hailey Winnen, Hank Roth, Hannah
Naylor, Harlie, Alyssa, Hayley Sperinde, Heather Bond, Herman Diederich, Izza, Jason Cissel, Javier
Espinoza, Jean Farmwald, Jeff Rix, Jenn Turri, Jennifer Lewicki, Jerry O'Connell, Jerry Olson, Joakim Bye,
Joanne Lehner, Joel Slater, John Housman, John Samish, Jon Fredrikson, JR Soult, Julia Simmons, Julie
Baker, Julie Parsonnet, Karen Morrison, Kathy Kennedy, Katy Jordan, Kaulani, Keith Latham, Ken Williamson, Kirsten Ivazes, Kyle Sundman, Larry Mann, Lenidas Wernig, Lilly Glazebrook, Linda Elliott, Linda
Hennessey, Lisa Spano, Lori Dostal, Lorraine Olson, Luke P, Makala Mesina-Forster, Maria Johnson, Marilyn
Alafouzos, Marla Lowenthal, Marty Phelps, Mary Sandner, Matt Hamilton, Matt Ken, Maya H., Michelle
Dimon, Mitchell King, Nancy Spain, Nick Naylor, Nicole Soult, Paige Habernan, Paige Holl, Patrick Winnen,
Patty O’Connell, Paul Barulich, Penny N, Pete Brosnan, Pickle, Ramona, Ricky
Hsu, Rix Family, Rob Robinson, Robert Bikle, Joe Rockmore, Sandy Shapero,
Sarah Carlson, Sarah Slater, Scarlett Glazebrook, Sean Fender, Shelby Allan,
Siena Alfrey, Sierra Cissell, Sola Polonchek, Sophia M., Stephanie Nash, Steve
Jones, Taj Polonchek, Tanner Bye, Taylor Allan, Taylor Geranios, Tim Jordan,
Todd Damrosch, Torey Beniot, Tractor Forster, Valerie Jones, Valerie Trenter,
Wernig Family, and Zoe Running.
To everyone involved, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU…for your time,
energy, and community spirit helping run the best food service in the land. We
hope you had as much fun as we did. Till next year! All the best.
Cindy Phelps & Maria King

IT TECH VOLUNTEERS
We made it through another fair, but this time with help! Having not had a physical fair these past few
years, a *LOT* has changed in the world, and boy do those changes pile up. After Sumit dusted off the old
equipment, replaced the pieces that didn't turn on, found the chewed cables and had them repaired (thanks
Tim!), we got the system running. However, we knew there would be new curveballs waiting for us, so we put
out a call for backup...and the mountain responded!
With the help of Joe Lynch, Mod Forster, Bev Scott, Rich Mattiello, Jan Lundberg, and of course Logan
Rockmore, we handled every curve ball thrown at us.
In the process, we supported nearly 220 active devices, transferred nearly 250 GB of data, live streamed
not only to our website but to other social platforms as well, and kept the tunes rolling in the food and beverage areas.
Sumit and I would like to extend our sincere thanks to our Tech Team volunteers who sweated it out with
us (physically and metaphorically) and made our fair not just a success, but fun as well!
Chris Ice and Sumit Roy
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TRUCK UNLOADERS, PANTRY FOOD PREP AND COOKSHACK CLEAN-UP CREW
A huge thanks to ALL of you, and there are a LOT of you, who worked on
getting ready for the fair on Thursday and Friday and cleaning up on Tuesday.
These were three long days of unloading the biggest order ever from the truck
and putting every item in its place, making food (blueberry compote, chili, grilled
vegetables, coleslaw, and lots and lots of mushrooms were cooked on the
premises!), and setting up for a massively successful fair. The number of people
who showed up, after three years, and worked with good cheer and enthusiasm
was overwhelming. And then, after all that, a big cleanup followed on Tuesday.
A special thanks goes to Tim and Carrie German for their annual trek to Samaritan House with unused food.
Please, if we leave you out, give us a shout because we want to recognize everyone. Huge thanks to
Linda Elliott, Marilyn Alafouzos, Javier Espinoza, Jenn Soult, David and Karen Morrison, Jerry and Lorraine
Olson, Betty Johnson, Ann Flory, Kim Ward, Julie Baker, Jon and Eileen Fredrikson, Hassan Dafir, Joe Rockmore, Sumit Roy, Carolyn Putnam, Cathy Cohen, Jan and Dennis Ruby, Christy Rodriguez, Aaron Suddjan,
Doug Forster, Fred Johanson, Judy Stratos, Ken Williamson, and we are sure there are others!
And lots of added thanks to pantry help during the fair to Michele Thayer, Emily Elliott, Eileen Fredrikson
and Stephanie Nash, to kitchen coordinators Mitchell King, Debbie Soult, Jenn Soult and Ted Zaynor for
keeping operations going in the Cookshack, to Zero Waste and everyone on the Grounds Crew, and so much
appreciation to Larry Mann, Bill Allen and Tim German for keeping us going! What a wonderful fair we had!
Betsy Rix

KIDDIE HOLLOW
Once upon a time, there was a magical place called Kings Mountain where
creatures, big and small, lived happily and serenely under the watchful eyes of the
very old and very wise Redwoods. And in one special place in a hollowed-out
glen, children came to play and spin paint wheels and let their imaginations soar
with glitter and glue under the watchful eyes of the very old and very wise Redwoods. And the children were happy in this place called “Kiddie Hollow.” And
when the children came, those very old and very wise Redwoods were happy too.
STUDENT VOLUNTEERS: Our student volunteers are the building blocks of
KH. We got our recruitment ball rolling early in April when Kelly Bickle connected me with Karen Hoffman at
the Real Life Learning Program at HMBHS who was invaluable in getting us great volunteers. Meta Townsley,
Linda Hennessey Roth, Sandy Cold and Eileen Kim joined the crusade and we got the GREATEST volunteers! Thanks for your support.
SIDEKICKS: I can’t get along without sidekicks! As always, Marilyn Alafouzos was there early in the week
to help with bare bones set-up and to create her beautiful “radiant ribbon” table. My sidekick, Karen Gallinetti
of 30 years surprised me on Sunday and helped just like in old times. Son Billy, who has grown children and
who has been there since he was 9, worked all day for 2 days, joined for half a day by wife, Julie and her
mother Carol from New York. Deb Soult who kept me fed and hydrated! Indebted.
INVALUABLE NEW SIDEKICK: Mod Forster – Merged right into KH preparation like she had been doing
it forever. Mod is a “no-problem,” “can-do” worker who helped me so much and I am so grateful to have her
on board with me.
SET-UP TEAR-DOWN WONDERS: Yes. . . There are three pick-up loads of supplies that need to be
hauled into the Hollow. The people who do this are critical to the entire operation! Of course, my one and only
Larry Mann spearheads this effort with Bill Allan, and Jerry O’Connell who helped so willingly and graciously
with Jerry and Lorraine Olson, Ricky Hsu and our ever-giving new KM resident Keith Lathan.
GROWN-UP KIDDIE HOLLOWERS: “Payin’” it back were Daniel Soult, Amber Kicle, Jack Pederson,
Jovan Townsley and even Brian DeMello! Hard, hard workers! Elsa & Tractor Forster beginning their journey
too. Again, I know I must have left people out so please forgive me but know how much I appreciate all you
hard work. Here’s to next year in my beloved Kiddie Hollow! Heartfelt gratitude to all!
Pat Mann
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MARKETING VOLUNTEERS
Thank you to the core marketing team who starts work in January and keeps going. This team never
stops innovating and improving our marketing as they work HARD to bring “the best customer” to the Fair.
Carrie German continues to bring new artists to the Fair for increased art sales while effortlessly supporting our loyal artists while encouraging and improving our artist co-marketing efforts. Carrie manages our
10,000+ customer database, inputting new entries from our raffle contest address capture.
Cindy Oldham for developing our advertising campaign with Jennifer and getting the best deals for buying
the media, 6 years running and still doing it from up north.
Eleanor Newhall for coming onboard fast and doing an excellent job getting the Fair on every important
event calendar and featured in radio spots.
Erin Bixler Baumgartner for pitching the Art Fair to our target newspapers and getting fantastic articles in
print. Erin has also brought her expert graphic design eye to improving our marketing pieces.
Jennifer Turri for running our advertising strategy and coming up with our
new Pixie pics photo booth, designed to get more social media postings. She
has helped evolve our marketing strategy to be more effective and targeted.
Logan Rockmore has been the webmaster for 22 years and continues to innovate and update as we ask the website to do more each year. This year?
Webcam, Fair video, online sales.
Sheena Mawson for taking our social media campaigns to new heights on Instagram and Facebook and helping us bring new and different visitors to the
Fair. She starts posting in early August and the pace increases as the Fair
goes live.
Special thanks to the people who help market:
Keith Gruchala, our amazing professional videographer/video producer who produced the Fair video for
the past 3 years for our website/Facebook. During the Fair, he spent hours videotaping 30+ volunteers, artists, and firefighters while shooting videos for this year’s Facebook page and next year’s Fair video. Then he
spent hours during the Fair editing those fresh videos so they could be posted ASAP on Facebook.
Eileen Fredrikson who worked on the video with Keith and with Dawn Neisser, are the marketing team’s
fairy godmothers, providing feedback on all things marketing.
Kathy Kennedy-Miller for making sure our banners fly high everywhere and signs show visitors the way to
the Fair. And she manages the team of volunteers who post KMAF flyers.
Chris Ice and Joe Lynch, amazing IT guys who gave us an Art Fair webcam this year and with Logan
Rockmore, implemented the new additions to our website of the Fair video and webcam.
T-info team: Marlene Stern, Liz Gannes, and Meta Townsley who sell the T-shirts (great advertising!) and
make the Info desk a physical extension of the marketing effort: raffle tickets, social media signs, and more.
Betty Johnson and the garden club who include our social media signs in the beautiful flowerpots on the
picnic tables at the Cookshack.
Jan Lundberg, Jonathan Lee, and Bill Goebner who took beautiful photographs of the Fair for our use for
PR and marketing.
John Marburger who managed the project of encouraging people to use the trails to come to the Fair. It’s
a new marketing angle – up for a good hike and buy some art? Hike to the Fair!
ALL the Kings Mountain residents who invited their friends and family to come, handed out postcards,
posted on social media and everything else to get customers to the Fair!
Sandy Cold Shapero

ART FAIR WELCOMING VOLUNTEERS
Thanks to all of our great Welcoming Committee volunteers for making the move in of the artists go so
seamlessly. You did a fantastic job!
Our great volunteers: Carolyn Adams, Julie Baker, Steve Ellen, Nancy Pennington, Judith Stratos, Ashley
Torres and Alex Torres.
We really appreciate all the help and hope you enjoyed working with us. See you again next year!
Thalea & David Torres
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BEVERAGE BOOTH VOLUNTEERS
Now that we’re a few days past the fair, I want to thank everyone for all their hard work helping to keep
the liquids flowing all weekend. I don’t think I need to remind you all just how hot it was (since it’s still well into
the 90’s as of this writing!) and just how important it was to keep everyone hydrated. The mix of drinks we sell
varies by the weather and the fact that we went through three boxes of lemonade before the end of Saturday
was just one sign of what people needed for refreshment in the heat. The final tally was a lot more white wine
than red wine, huge amounts of lemonade and root beer versus Coke/Diet Coke and beer beer beer (32 kegs
worth). We did well and couldn’t have done it without all our amazing volunteers!
In particular, this year something close to half our volunteers were new to the beverage booth — and I
believe for most it was also their first art fair. The most important
asset of the art fair is our community and the volunteers we are
able to rally together and we were very excited to see so many
new faces this year. We hope you all enjoyed volunteering as
much as we enjoyed having you join the fun!
We would like to thank (in no particular order):
Our Regularly Scheduled Volunteers
Three shift ultra super stars: Bill Rosenberg, Ted Zayner
Two shift mega super stars: Ann Flory, Bob Simmons, Christian Fotre, Claudia Fung, Doug Forster, Fred Johansen, Gregg Stefancik, Jan Roletto, Jason Oldendorp,
Joakim Bye, Joe Rockmore, John DeFiore, Nathalie Yanze, William McClenahan.
One shift super super stars: Andi Philliber, Andy Beyer, Anne Ken, Callie Chappell, Chris Polonchek,
Dawn Neisser, Deb Bergfeld, Deb Rockmore, Don Johnston, Hank Roth, Jan Ruby, Jason Perry, John Allan,
Kelly Miller, Kevin Allan, Lisa Parral, Lorraine Olson, Marie Pompa, Mark Fletcher, Mary Schembri, Matt Ken,
Rayan McClenahan, Rebecca Talbott, Renée Weizbauer, Ricky Hsu, Roman McClenahan, Sana Asseh,
Shelby Nash, Steve Sjostrand, Terry Fotre, Tyler McNish.
Our Emergency Jump-In Volunteers: Nathalie Yanze, William McClenahan. (There were a few more
emergency jump-in volunteers that I didn’t remember to write down, I apologize if I missed you.)
Our Ice Delivery Crew: Bill Rosenberg, Ann Flory, Jason Oldendorp, Bill Allan, Bill Carlson, David Morrison, Dennis Ruby, Jerry Olson, John Hausman, Hassan Dafir, Kelly Barnard, Ken Williamson, Larry Mann,
Sumit Roy, and Bob Simmons. (Again, I think there were a few others who pitched in and I didn’t write your
name down, for that, I apologize.)
Others, Without Which, No Drinking: Larry Mann, Bill Allan, Tim German and Jerry O'Connell, all of whom
keep picking up all the pieces no matter how many times we drop them.
Liquid Refreshment Extra Thanks: We also want to thank John Marburger, who stepped up on the coffee
side and provided a large amount of beans and a grinder right when things got busy on Saturday and we
found ourselves struggling to make the coffee I had purchased in advance work.
Extra, extra thanks to the team from Devil’s Canyon — Chris Garrett and Mike McKee. I can’t tell you all
how much they went above and beyond this year to make sure we had beer, beer gas, root beer and even
lemonade when we ran out early. Chris used to live on Kings Mountain and still has a soft spot for our community and this fair. If you have a chance to stop by Devil’s Canyon for a beer Friday, be sure to find Chris
and thank him for all the support he’s given this community!
Beverage Chairs: Dennis Ruby, James Geranios, Bill Carlson
To you and everyone else who made the fair what it is, THANK YOU!
Andrew Anker

GROUNDS BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE
Thanks to all the wonderful volunteers who helped with the plant displays at the Art Fair. These included
Jean Farmwald, Alma, Austri and Mark Fletcher, Barbara Heydorn, Marguerite and Marc Kaufman, Larry
Mann, Cindy Pitt, Jan and Dennis Ruby, Kim Ward, Ken Williamson and ALL the KM Firefighters who helped
collect plants for the plant sale.
Betty Johnson
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ART FAIR GROUNDS
Bill and I want to say thank you to all who helped this year with the Grounds portion of the Fair. With the
site not caring if we were there virtually or in person the maintenance went on with Tim German as usual looking after everything, Chris Norling keeping up on the picnic tables and painting needs, Nick Alafouzos making
needed storm damage repairs to the Cookshack, Bill Allan and Dave Merin rebuilding the wash sinks and additional repairs to the hand rail as well as the skylight in the Cookshack, Bruce Stienstra and Warren Connell
restoring the Community Center sign to its former glory and I think at that point we were ready to begin this
year's setup. Bruce Stienstra again came to help with his tractor at the ready and Bill Allan, Ken Williamson,
Jerry Olson and Jim's "crew" (Benito, Pedro and James) were able to prep the site after years of tree loss,
chipping (Thanks again Tim) and grinding to make it ready for the Artists and Patrons. Bill and Jerry Olson
hanging signs. Jerry O’Connell, you continue to amaze with efforts and your never- ending question of
"What's next?" Ricky Hsu we couldn't believe how effortless you made tasks look or how quickly they were
done. Cullen Simmons, Hank Roth, Claudia Fung, Doug Forester, Keith Lathan (Welcome to our community
and thanks for jumping right in!), Troop 42 Scouts, Sumit Roy, John Marburger, Lorraine Olson, Bob Simmons, Fred Johansen, Dennis Ruby, Matt and Mitchell King all helped before during and after and a special
thanks to my brother “NORM” Jenkins for his work in the restroom area to make us a little more comfortable in
the "Hot Boxes".
If we have left your name from the note, please know that it is not intentional and we are truly grateful for
your efforts that helped make this event happen.
Bill Allan and Larry Mann

T-INFO CENTER VOLUNTEERS
Thank you to our many T-info (T-shirt & information center) volunteers. We are very appreciative of our
rookie and seasoned neighbors who jumped in and rose to the occasion to answer new questions and repeated answers to, "where is the food, bathrooms and Kiddie Hollow", more times than we thought possible.
We know that even in record heat, many of you took multiple shifts with us and throughout the fair - this did
not go unnoticed. T-shirt sales were as hot as the weather! We only have two aprons and a handful of small/x
small T-shirts left. Also, thank you to the other chairs and their volunteers who overlap and help make T-info
run. If we did not say it to you in person, please know we say "thank you" and "Same time next year!"
Info Center Volunteers: Alex Jenkins, Alma Fletcher, Beth Darnell, Beth Szuhay, Betty Johnson, Bill
Goebner, Chris Reynolds, David Perrone, Dawn Neisser, Donna Constantinides, Eileen Fredrikson, Ezra Lee,
Frank Adams, Jan Szuhay, Jean Turri, Kara Rosenberg, Kathy Shubin, Kim Ohlund, Lauren Lee, Lindsay
Littler Chiarello, Lisa Lampbell, Lisa Parral, Liz Gannes – T-Info Co-Chair, Maria Quijano Johnson, Marie
Pompa, Marlene Scherer Stern - T-Info Co-Chair, Mary Aiken, Mike Lampell, Peter Greenberg, Rachel Lane,
Rich Cracknell, Joe Rockmore, Sean Darnell, Susan Seamount, Suzanne Greenberg, Sybil Plank, and Tiana
Spano.
T-Shirt Volunteers: Bo Barry, Cathy Marburger, Claudia Fung - Apron designer, Debbie Mattiello, Dennis
Ruby, Jean Turri, Jennifer Turri - T-shirt design committee, Julie Baker, Kelly Bikle, Mary Schembri, Meta
Townsley - T-Info Co-Chair, Rich Mattiello, Sarah Carlson, Soraya Orumchian, Stephanie Newsom, and
Suzanne Greenberg. With gratitude,
Liz Gannes, Meta Townsley and Marlene Stern

ART FAIR HOSTS
Thank you to all who hosted, and offered to host, artists over the weekend. Some even hosted beyond!
Our Fair is challenging in so many ways. Hosting artists removes one of the bigger challenges for artists -logistically, financially and mentally -- making our Fair more profitable and appealing to them. They are so
appreciative! And it really is a delight to be able to get to know these talented people better.
If you are interested in joining the group that opens their homes to the artists, please let me know. Their
needs vary from parking for a fully self-contained RV, space to park a van or pitch a tent with access to a
bathroom, to an actual room in your home. Remuneration and arrangements are between you and the artist.
Most artists have very simple needs and are low maintenance.
With appreciation, both from myself and our artists,
Carrie German
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ZERO WASTE VOLUNTEERS
There are so many people to thank! Everyone who signed up for shifts doing an environmentally important job (minimizing our landfill and helping with successful recycling and post-consumer composting) - as
well as just keeping our fair grounds from being overwhelmed by the remains left by artists and fair-goers
alike. We'd like to make some special thanks first:
Naimh Dawes & Aiden Zahedi (and moms Janie Dawes and Susan Payrovi) - for being our highly successful recruiting department
All of the beverage and cook shack chairs who have been working with Zero Waste for years to minimize
our trash by adjusting what they order (and who continued to work with us during the water crisis on Saturday
afternoon.)
Larry Mann who made an emergency water-buying run on Saturday, on top of the "everything/
everywhere" that he usually does!
Larry Mann, his grounds crew team and the boy scouts of Troop 42 for helping with the not-so-pleasant
task of carrying full bags to the skiffs.
Claudia Fung and Ricky Hsu for doing multiple shifts and for being there until 6:30 pm
each night, cleaning up for the day (even when they'd just finished working for beverages or booth sitters or the shuttle.)
The Dawes and the Payrovi/Zahedi families for being our full crew for several shifts.
Linda Hennessey (Chair Emeritus), Hank Roth, Steve Ellen, and Gildy Centeno for
doing multiple shifts.
Ali Kim, Mal Skowron, and Kent Slaney for stepping up to rescue their moms when
we needed them.
Sarah Elson and Chris Reynolds for help on short-staffed shifts as well.
Steve Ellen, Keith Latham, Dawn Neisser, Mod Forster, Doug Forster for the open-ended work of afterfair clean up and packing.
Big thanks to all of these volunteers. As you can tell from the list, this has been a large (but important)
effort. We couldn't have done it without you.
Linda Hennessey, Hank Roth, Dawn Neisser, Claudia Fung, Ricky Hsu, Larry Mann, Niamh Dawes, Janie
Dawes, Aoife Dawes, Amy Oldendorp, Logan Oldendorp, Róisín Altreuter, Arushi Sinha, Gildy Centeno,
Angel Maza M, Hye Myoung Kim, Hermann Diederich, Susan Payrovi, Omid Zahedi, Aiden Zahedi, Adrian
Zahedi, Elham Larsen , Daryl Larsen , Sarah Elson, Jean Turri, Kevin Chu, Rochelle Chu, Hayley Chu ,
Logan Chu, Chris Reynolds, Ali Kim, Mal Skowron, Kent Slaney, Doug Forster, Mod Forster, and Keith
Latham. (and anyone else that we might have forgotten in our post-fair haze.) Thank you!
Eileen Kim and Michele Covell

POPCORN TEAM
After a two-year break, it was hard to know how many popcorn kids/teens would still be around to help the
2022 popcorn booth. In addition, many of the past volunteers have "graduated" to other things. Nevertheless,
this year a few veterans plus many newbies kept the popcorn popping all Art Fair long. Quite a few of the volunteers filled double shifts for which we are doubly grateful. We were not able to staff for mobile popcorn this
year, but the main popcorn booth nearly always had a line. And with tips, popcorn generated a little over
$2,000.00 in revenue. Way to go!
Our thanks to the 2022 Popcorn Team: Tessa Barr, Aoife Dawes, Kira Gosling, Stella Fisher, Elsa
Forester, Tractor Forester, Caitlyn Holl, Clarisse Kawakubo, Eric Kawakubo, Harlie Khedr, Cassie Kopelson,
Dakoda Lopez, Rayan McClenahan, Roman McClenahan, Kelly Miller, Ella Oldendorp, Jovan Tubbs and
Jovan Townsley. One of our team members could not work a shift because of COVID-like symptoms and we
really appreciate that they showed the maturity to stay home. If any one needs volunteer hours approved,
send your forms to Kathy at kennedyiti@aol.com or 650-291-9678.
And finally thank you Larry Mann for the umbrella during the hottest times of the day, Kathy Kennedy for
running staffing, Dave Miller for popcorn cooker cleaning, Andrew Anker for popcorn ordering and Erin Miller
for popper training and emergency backup all weekend long.
Kathy Kennedy
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KINGS MOUNTAIN ART FAIR SHUTTLE AND PARKING
A BIG THANKS to the Art Fair Shuttle Volunteers, parking masters, and Skyline sign crews this weekend.
We had a number of you step up at the last minute to help us in a staffing crunch, with many of you taking
multiple shifts. It really paid off: no lines, lots of happy faces, and it seems that we had a bit less people walking on the road. We even resurrected the personalized artist
limo service to the art fair on Sunday. This A-List Team includes:
Elliot Shubin, Jon Fredrikson, David Morrison, Chris Spano, Jack
Rix, Herb Hurwitz, Chris Reynolds, Rich Mattiello, Jack Rix,
Dawn Neisser, Ann Flory, Janie Dawes, Claudia Fung, Carrie
German, Ricky Hsu, Laura Mason, Cynthia Pitt, Rich Cracknell,
Katy Katzenberger, Dan Katzenberger, Hank Roth, Bev Scott,
David Usher, Alec Oswald, Jan Lundberg, Leana Zhao, Kevin
Keenan, Chris Norling, Steve Li, and Brennon Mckibbin.
The downsides this year were no trolleys (there are no trolleys running in NorCal to rent up on Kings
Mountain.) The upsides (and now the secret is out), on a hot day, riding in a modern air-conditioned luxury
bus is a pretty good gig! We appreciate the dedication and support. Thank you for a truly team effort.
Hank Stern and George Dale

MOUNTAIN ARTISTS
I want to extend a big thank you to our wonderful team of Mountain Artists. We had 10 retuning members:
Bow Papanos, Hiep Ho, My Xuan Ho, Kimberly Schroeder, Kirsten Frantz, Vibs Gade, Madison King,
Rebecca Holland, Jocelyn Davis-Perrone, Kimberly Ward; and 5 new members: Candyce Hampton, Stefanie
Etzbach-Dale, Melinda Kaufman, Kathryn Gentzke, and Sumit Roy. In addition, thank you to Larry Mann and
the grounds crew for helping with the set up and hanging our new signs.
Darcie Ellyne

BOOTH SITTERS
Thank you to our tireless crew of BOOTH SITTERS: Roìsìn Altreuter, Rachel Baker, Gail Burns, Sarah
Carlson, Crista & Brett Darr, Steev Dinkins, Sarah Elson, Claudia Fung, Lynsey Hemstreet, Barb Heydorn,
Lynn Hori, Ricky Hsu, Majda Jones, Plinio Kawakubo, Kathy Kennedy, HyeMyoung Kim, Jan Lundburg, Doug
Mallon, Erin Miller, Stephanie Nash, Stephanie Newsom, Lisa Parral, Bill Rosenberg, Jan Ruby, Peter
Schembri, Bev Scott, Alyssa Segula, Allegra Spano, Lisa Thorsen-Spano, Stacy Trevenon and Jean Turri.
Thanks to this amazing crew who schlepped food, ice and smiles up and down the hot hillsides, caring for
our Guest Artists, and - for the first time - our Mountain Artists got breaks this year, too!
Thank you to all of you who showed up for shifts, and stayed on for extras; to those who came extra days,
ran from crew to crew and who brought endless ice to those in need. It's so inspiring to have seen this team
eagerly jumping back into action, bringing friends and connecting the artists to support from IT and Info Booth.
Special thanks to Meta Townsley and Jen Turri for their help with our new aprons, to Jeanne Carlson for
her invaluable reminders and printing, to Steev for his help with batteries, walkie-talkies, and childcare!
Extra special thanks to my co-chair, Sarah Carlson for "covering all my weak spots," for facing the mornings without me (THANK YOU!), for filling in wherever she could, and for spreading the posits, instructions
and a warm welcome to everyone. A huge thanks to Michele Covell for helping us with the sign-up system!
Amber Steele

POSTER POSSE AND DIRECTIONAL SIGN TEAM
Poster Posse: The number one reason people give for coming to the Art Fair is that they have "been coming for years." However, we had not had a live Art Fair for a couple of years and it was possible that they may
have broken the habit. Seeing a last minute poster can be just the thing it takes to remind someone that it is
time to stroll paths "discovering art. Many thanks: Vicki Fleming, Elana Gomel, Jay Hanson, Kathy Kennedy,
Steve Li, Jim Martin, Erim Miller and Joe Rockmore for putting up posters all along the Peninsula.
Directional Sign Team: The Art Fair is sometimes it is hard to find. The Sign Team puts up directional
signs from Hwy 1 in Half Moon Bay to the Alameda at Menlo Park/Stanford and everywhere in between. Many
thanks to Kathy Kennedy, Dave Miller, Erin Miller, Kelly Miller, Chris Norling, Corrine and Dale Ruokangas.
Kathy Kennedy
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What Artists Had to Say about the 2022 Kings Mountain Art Fair
Carrie German, the KMAF primary liaison with
artists, hears from many of them at various times as
they seek housing, special parking needs for big
vans or have questions on a multitude of
operational details. Generally, their needs are small
and their happiness quotient about being in the
Kings Mountain Art Fair is very high. The fact that
Kings Mountain is totally staffed by volunteers has
always been an important draw and motivation among top tier professional artists
participating in the KMAF. Many of them appreciate that commissions on their sales
return to the community in important ways…especially in support of the KM volunteer
firefighters who stand ready to take care of their needs in the event of any emergency
they may have while here. They seem
uniformly impressed and grateful to the
volunteers who are so attentive to their
needs and staff the fair so professionally.
These are a few of the unsolicited
comments Carrie received from Artists at the
close of Art Fair this year:
Ina Hohensee, Jewelry. A big "Thank you" to you, Bev, and the great number of
volunteers for another wonderful and successful art show on Kings Mountain. I was
so thrilled that the show finally happened again in person after such a long break and
that I was invited back to show my work.
Ruth Williams, Clothing. It was a wonderful show, thank you so much. The whole event is
just amazing and even in the heat the volunteers are kind and helpful. I appreciate
being included in the show and I hope I’m invited back next year!
Brett Varney, painter who lives in Canada. So my decrepit van has made it up to
Bellingham WA so far (staying at my Mom's over the weekend) and I’ll begin the final
leg home tomorrow. Fingers crossed. The van was patched up at a Ford dealer in
Colma, California, and so far, not overheating or other issues. Please thank
everybody again for me for their offers of help and helping me to not freak out. It was
amazing. No other show has this kind of love for their artists. You guys are the BEST!
Mini & Jannat Saxena, Jewelry. Thank you so much for a wonderful show! Everything
turned out just great!
Sheko Kirby, Jewelry. I had an opportunity to thank most everyone in person. We know
how much work putting on a show is and as first-time exhibitors, we were impressed
at how smoothly everything went. We had a good show and met some of the most
amazing people, including attendees, artists, and volunteers.
Paul Steege, Pottery. I truly appreciate all the hard work you put into the festival year
after year. It is good to be part of an event that has so much community support and
involvement.
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Images from the Impressive 59th Kings Mountain Art Fair

Photos by Bill Goebner and Jonathan Y. Lee
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Images from the Impressive 59th Kings Mountain Art Fair

Photos by Bill Goebner and Jonathan Y. Lee
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING on August 9, 2022
ATTENDANCE: Attending in person: Jack Rix, Meta Townsley, Ted Thayer, Jon Fredrikson, Jason
Oldendorp, Kathy Shubin, Frank Adams, Hank Stern, Jim Sullivan, and Tim German. Attending by Zoom:
Kelly Holscher. Guests: George Dale and Larry Mann.
Board President Jack Rix called the KMVFB meeting to order at 7:35 pm.
SECRETARY’S REPORT: Secretary Ted Thayer reported that the minutes for the July 12, 2022 Board
meeting had been posted and were approved online.
BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Building Manager Kathy Shubin that the Community Center was
open during July and several events took place.
July Buliding Managers Report
Exercise/Dance Classes

2

Monthly Community Board Meetings

4

Department Training and Maintenance

4

Community Events/Parties

2

Private Events/Parties

3

Total Uses

11

TREASURER’S REPORT: Treasurer Jon Fredrikson posted the monthly treasurer’s report for July
online prior to the meeting. There were no questions from the Board about the report at the meeting.
FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: Fire Chief Jim Sullivan provided the monthly report for July 2022. Kings
Mountain Fire Department, La Honda Fire Department, and CAL FIRE are discussing an academy for
later this year. If all goes well, five Kings Mountain recruits will attend the academy. The monthly
response numbers for July are as follows:
July Chief’s Report
Public assist

4

Vehicle accident

3

Medical aid

6

Firefighter standby

0

Vehicle fire

0

Smoke check

2

Structure fire

0

Vegetation fire

0

Water tender group response

0

Alarm sounding

4

Rescue

0

Hazardous Materials

1

Total # Responses for the Month

20

Average # of Responders

Number of incidents with no volunteer response:

0

4.85

OLD BUSINESS:
Recruiting Committee Report: Meta Townsley presented several drafts of a firefighter recruiting
postcard which would be distributed to the community. The wording of the postcard is being developed
and firefighters will be photographed for the postcard.
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Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade Insurance Update: George Dale reported that the insurance
policy for the Brigade has been renewed. George also discussed suggested changes to the user
agreements for the Community Center. The Board discussed the status of current recurring users and
organizations related to the proposed edits, including requiring users to name the KMVFB on their
insurance policies. The Board voted to approve the changes to the user agreements and thanked
George Dale for his invaluable assistance in straightening out a number of KMVFB and community
insurance issues.
Kings Mountain CERT Update: Jon Fredrikson reported on the August 6th CERT meeting where Hank
Stern made a presentation on the role of CERT in community evacuation alerts. CERT is developing a
plan to help get the San Mateo County Department of Emergency Management emergency evacuation
orders out to the community if an evacuation order is issued by the county and all means of
communication are not functioning. Other CERT drills are being planned to support emergency
communications.
Fire Fighter Plaque: Frank Adams reported that the draft list of past fire fighters, dispatchers, medical
personnel, and drivers is being revised. Ongoing research includes reviewing past issues of the Echo.
Grant Writing Update: Meta Townsley briefed the Board on the current grant writing efforts for the
FEMA grant that will be open in November.
NEW BUSINESS:
Stump Removal Update: Jason Oldendorp reported that three large tree stumps were removed at the
request of the Art Fair. Two quotes were obtained to remove the stumps. The work was scheduled and
completed by the company with the lowest bid.
OTHER BUSINESS
No other business was discussed.
MEETING ADJOURNED at 8:20 pm. NEXT MEETING: September 13, 2022 at 7:30 pm
Respectfully submitted, Ted Thayer, Secretary

Kings Mountain Garden Club Luncheon
Sunday, October 2, at Noon
The Kings Mountain Garden Club luncheon for 2022 will be held on a member’s property off Skyline
that includes both vegetable and floral gardens. The owners will be available to answer questions about
planting and growing in their climate and terrain.
The club will provide a main course and drinks for the luncheon. Members and guests please bring a
salad/side dish or dessert to share.
If you are not a member and wish to attend, you can send a check with your membership dues ($10)
to Betty Johnson at 12200 Skyline Blvd, Woodside 94062.
Please RSVP to Jean Farmwald; jean.farmwald@gmail.com or 650/787-8781. The location address
will be provided when you make your reservation.
Kings Mountain Garden Club Membership Application/Renewal
Name(s) ________________________________________
Address___________________________________________
City____________________ State ________________ Zip ______________
Phone____________________________ Email ___________________________
Send this application and a check for $10.00 to:

Kings Mountain Garden Club
Attn. Betty Johnson, Treasurer, 12200 Skyline Blvd., Woodside CA 94062
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Kings Mountain Residents: Don’t Miss this Important Presentation

Wildfire Readiness:

CZU Lightening

Lessons Learned from the 2020 CZU Fire

82,540 Acres

Complex

Kings Mountain Community Center

October 3, 2022 at 7:00 pm
Sponsored by the Kings Mountain Fire Department and the
Kings Mountain Community Emergency Response Team

Pat O’Coffey, Speaker
Former President of the La Honda Fire Brigade, Program Manager for Southcoast and South Skyline CERT, President of SC4 Amateur Radio Club, Radio Emergency Coordinator for South Skyline, great friend of Kings Mountain.

•

•

Learn from South Skyline neighbors about how they coped with the evacuation
process during the perilous 2020 CZU Fire, which destroyed 1,490 buildings in the
communities of Boulder Creek, Bonny Doon, and other areas of San Mateo and
Santa Cruz Counties.
Learn what steps you should take now to prepare for a wildfire or other emergency.

In the early hours of August 16, 2020, dry lightning storms in the
Santa Cruz Mountains ignited many small fires in the extremely dry
brush. To put out one fire, firefighters from the all-volunteer La Honda
Fire Brigade hiked miles into the dense forest with 60 lbs. of gear
strapped on their backs. Firefighters from Kings Mountain and other
local communities rushed to contain other hotspots, but there were
numerous small fires to deal with and many were in difficult to access
remote areas .
The lightning strikes initially started large fires separately known as the Warnella Fire and
the Waddell Fire, and other fires to the north. Two days after the fires began, a change in wind
conditions caused these three northern fires to rapidly expand and merge, growing quickly to
over 40,000 acres.
Meanwhile, San Mateo and Santa Cruz Counties put out
evacuation alerts and orders for various locations, but in some
areas power and all communication means were knocked out.
Pat O’Coffey was instrumental in keeping essential ham radio
communications going in South Skyline; local ham radio operators worked 24/7 for 12 days to keep communication lines
open. They passed on County evacuation warnings and
orders, information about the progress of the fire and logistical
information about who needed what and where.
Our speaker Pat has a wealth of knowledge and experience that will enlighten us all about
what steps we should take during a real emergency.

Other topics to be covered include:
• What you should do to prepare for wildfires.
• How to get emergency alerts.
• Know your Zonehaven zone for SMC evacuation orders.
• Learn how the SMC evacuation process works and what to do when all power and
communication links are out.
Don’t miss this important emergency presentation so that you and your family will
know what to do when faced with a real emergency, whether it’s a wildfire, earthquake
or windstorm.
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PRE-EVACUATION
PREPARATION STEPS
When an evacuation is anticipated, follow
these checklists (if time allows) to give your
home the best chance of surviving a wildfire.

Home Evacuation Checklist – How to Prepare for Evacuation
Inside the House
• Have your Emergency Supply Kit/Evacuation Bag ready to go.
• Ensure a Wildfire Action Plan is prepared ahead of time.
• Make sure you know your community’s emergency response plan and have a plan on where to go when it is
time to evacuate, and best routes for leaving your location.
• Shut all windows and doors, leaving them unlocked.
• Remove flammable window shades, curtains and close metal shutters.
• Remove lightweight curtains.
• Move flammable furniture to the center of the room, away from windows and doors.
• Shut off gas at the meter; turn off pilot lights.
• Leave your lights on so firefighters can see your house under smoky conditions.
• Shut off the air conditioning.
Outside the House
• Gather up flammable items from the exterior of the house and bring them inside (patio furniture, children’s
toys, door mats, trash cans, etc.) or place them in your pool.
• Turn off propane tanks.
• Move propane BBQ appliances away from structures.
• Connect garden hoses to outside water valves or spigots for use by firefighters. Fill water buckets and place
them around the house.
• Don’t leave sprinklers on or water running, they can affect critical water pressure.
• Leave exterior lights on so your home is visible to firefighters in the smoke or darkness of night.
• Put your Emergency Supply Kit in your vehicle.
• Back your car into the driveway with vehicle loaded and all doors and windows closed. Carry your car keys
with you.
• Have a ladder available and place it at the corner of the house for firefighters to quickly access your roof.
• Seal attic and ground vents with pre-cut plywood or commercial seals.
• Patrol your property and monitor the fire situation. Don’t wait for an evacuation order if you feel threatened.
• Check on neighbors and make sure they are preparing to leave.
Animals
• Locate your pets and keep them nearby.
• Prepare farm animals for transport and consider moving them to a safe location early.

Please Fill Out and Return the Kings Mountain
Fire Department Emergency Information Forms
With fire season in progress and reaching a peak soon, the Kings Mountain Fire Department is asking for your cooperation to help us better assist the members of the Kings
Mountain community. If you haven’t done so already, or if there any changes to your contact
or home information, please remove and fill out the Emergency Information Forms on the
following pages. This is information that will be invaluable to responders in the event of an
emergency, including whom to look for and whom to contact. The information is kept strictly
confidential and will only be used in the event of an emergency. If you are willing to share
the information on the form with the Kings Mountain Community Emergency Response
Team (KM CERT), please check the box on the bottom of the first page.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Firefighter Ann Gabrys. Her station email is amgabrys@kmfd.org. Completed forms should be mailed to the address at the
top of the form, dropped off in the KMVFB mailbox, across from the Firehouse, or scanned
and emailed to Ann Gabrys.
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KINGS MOUNTAIN VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE, INC.
13889 SKYLINE BLVD, WOODSIDE, CALIFORNIA 94062 • (650) 851-8897

Emergency Information Form KMFD 56-056

REV. 03

Page 1 of 4

Address
Special Access
Instructions

Gate Code

Driveway Length
(ft)
Hydrant Distance
from Driveway (ft)

Nearest Hydrant Location
Knox Key

Yes

No

Knox Box Location
Fire Department Use Only

Water Tender Group Response Recommended
# of Adults

# of Children

Yes

No

Home Phone

Adult Name

Cell Phone

Adult Name

Cell Phone

Adult Name

Cell Phone

Adult Name

Cell Phone

Handicapped or Special
Medical Needs
Hazardous
Pets

Pets

Emergency Contact Information

Name

Relationship

Phone

Address
# of Floors

Square Footage

Fire Sprinklers

Yes

Building Construction

Wood Frame

Concrete/non-combustible

Roof Construction

Conventional Rafter

Heavy Beam

Lightweight Truss

Roof Covering

Ceramic/non-combustible

Wood shake

Metal

Fire Alarm

Yes

No

Alarm Company

Phone

Alarm Panel Location (Do Not Include Codes)
Check All That Apply
Propane Tank
Yes
Solar Panels
Yes

Manual Pull
Smoke Detector
No Propane Company
No Panel Isolation Switch Location

Heat Detector

Water Flow
Phone

Form Completed by
Date
I grant permission to share this form with the Kings Mountain Community Emergency Response Team (CERT).
Yes
No
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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No

KINGS MOUNTAIN VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE, INC.
13889 SKYLINE BLVD, WOODSIDE, CALIFORNIA 94062 • (650) 851-8897

Emergency Information Form KMFD 56-056

REV. 03

Page 2 of 4

Please sketch your home and related structures in relation to your road. In particular, identify the following:
x Shut-offs and tank locations for: fuel oil, propane, electrical/solar, and water.
x All entrance doors to structure(s) – indicate if other than ground level.
x Hydrant, fire protection water tank, and fire department connections located on site
x Gate and/or Knox box location (if applicable).
Site Map

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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KINGS MOUNTAIN VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE, INC.
13889 SKYLINE BLVD, WOODSIDE, CALIFORNIA 94062 • (650) 851-8897

Emergency Information Form KMFD 56-056

REV. 03

Page 3 of 4

Instructions:
Address – Street address as it appears on your telephone bill (address used by 911). Exclude
city and zipcode.
Gate Code – Security code for gates, or padlock combination to access property (if applicable).
Special Access Instructions – Any special access instructions, e.g. gate hide-a-key location, or
any alternative addresses for location.
Driveway Length – Distance from street to parking area in front of your residence
Knox Key – If you have a county Knox Keybox at your residence check “yes” and list the location.
If you do not know what a Knox key is, answer “no”.
# of Adults – Enter the number of adult inhabiting your residence.
# of Children – Enter the number of children inhabiting your residence.
Home Phone – Residence phone (land line).
Adult Name and Cell Phone – Numbers to reach the adults when not at home.
Handicapped or Special Medical Needs – List all residents with special needs that cannot selfevacuate the structure or come to the door during a medical emergency.
Pets – List pets that may require rescue in a fire or emergency.
Hazardous Pets – Please list pets or other animals that may pose a risk to responders in an
emergency (attack dogs, poisonous reptiles, bees, etc).
Emergency Contact Information – Contact information for someone not living at the residence in
case of an emergency.
Nearest Hydrant – List the intersection or address of nearest hydrant (e.g. “Swett Rd & Skyline”
or “In front of 12333 Skyline”). If on the property or driveway, indicate location on the Site Map.
Hydrant Distance – Fire engine driving distance, in feet, from the nearest hydrant to where your
road intersects your driveway.
# of Floors – Number of floors in your residence.
Square Footage – Approximate square footage of your main residence.
Fire Sprinklers – Check “yes” if your residence is equipped with indoor fire sprinklers.
Building construction – Indicate whether your residence is a wood frame or a non-combustible
walled building.
Roof Construction – Indicate whether your roof construction is heavy beam, rafters with
sheeting, or lightweight truss with sheeting.
Roof Covering – Indicate whether your roof covering material is shingle (ceramic/noncombustible), wood shake, or metal.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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September 2022 School News
Students returned to school to find their classrooms
outfitted with new desks and chairs that actually match!
Classrooms look fresh and bright with the new furniture.
It was a great start to the 2022-2023 school year.
Family Engagement is high. Family participation in
the classrooms, library, fundraising and special events,
and alumni family support, especially for Art Fair, has
been significant. The “in person” Cookie Bake is back using a new facility and a different packaging method. The bakery did the mixing and baking this year while parent
volunteers wrapped and boxed 4,000 cookies to sell at the KMES booth at Art Fair.
Parents and kids also pulled a “cookie wagon” around the Fair bringing “calories for a
cause” to fairgoers as they strolled the Fair aisles. KMES alumni students and parents
also enlivened the Fair with a face painting and glitter tattoo booth that was quite popular. It was a fun and productive weekend for everyone involved with our school.

Class Notes
TK/K/1: It was a pleasure meeting with parents at Back to School Night. K/1 has
launched into Review and Routines in Benchmark English Language Arts curriculum. The first-grade unit features Being a Good Community Member, while Kindergarten focuses on the essential question, "Why do we have rules?" We were lucky
to have a corn snake and bearded dragon visit science and we have been inquiring
about what scientists do. Daily PE favorites have been New York Lemonade, DuckDuck Goose and Red Light, Green Light. Finally, Art-in-Action began with I and
the Village as well as cooking featuring apple cookies!
~ Ms. Debbie
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2/3: The 2/3 class is off to a great start. The summer has come to an end, and now we
are adjusting our eyes to smart boards, sharpened pencils, and neighbors to our
left and right. We are building up our classroom community and learning how to
best work together. We’ve been exploring shapes, patterns, numbers, and reviewing last year’s math standards. We’ve been getting to know each through our writing. We’ve been telling stories, sharing thoughts, and collaging. We’ve been discussing author’s message in the books we read together and getting comfortable
with the books we read independently. It’s been a good beginning.
~Kate

4/5: It has been a great start to the school year. The
four/five class has been busy in many areas. We are
starting our first unit in English Language Arts. The
fifth-grade unit uses the U.S. Constitution as a focus
and the fourth-grade unit uses government in general as a focus. The unit includes both reading and
writing. In math, both groups are midway through the
first unit. Both grades are looking at multiplication.
We started art, as well. Parents Heidi Menary, Amber Stariha, Michelle Velarde, and Ali Sorenson are
all planning on volunteering to bring art to the students. We have talked about empathy and active listening in our social-emotional curriculum. These are important
skills for children to learn. Social Studies has focused on the peoples who were in
North America before European exploration, along with the geography of our country. We are looking forward to a fun and fast September.
~Maile
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Please join us at the Community Center for the

on Wednesday, October 5 at 7:00 pm (snacks) - film starts at 7:30 pm.
for

Mrs. Harris Goes to PARIS.
In this heart-warming comedydrama set in the 1950’s, Mrs.
Harris is an English domestic
servant who falls in love with
an haute couture Dior dress,
and who then decides she
must buy one of her own.
After raising the funds to buy
the dress, she sets off on a
life-changing journey to Paris.
With Lesley Manville, Isabelle
Huppert.
“(A) sweet little surprise that
transports you to a place of
pure movie enchantment... “–
Peter Travers, ABC News.
Dir. Anthony Fabian, 2022,
116 min., 95% on Rotten
Tomatoes.
The film series is sponsored by
the Kings Mountain Volunteer
Fire Brigade. All movies screen
at the Community Center and
are free. Feel free to bring a
snack to share. The fun (i.e.,
snacks!) starts at 7:00 pm; the
film screens at 7:30 pm.
Masks are recommended but are not required.
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Marty’s

Mountain

Musings

September 2022
by Marty Eisenberg

Smart Shopping
Grocery stores vigilantly manage inventory on a “first-in, first-out” basis. For a given product, such
as milk, fruit juice and leafy lettuce, the products arriving earliest in time are placed within easiest reach
of shoppers so they are the first to be purchased. The practice minimizes spoilage. From time to time,
you may see the “produce man” at a grocery store taking all the lettuce or shard or parsley off the refrigerated shelf. While you may think he/she is just cleaning up or straightening up the shelf, what is actually
happening is the freshest produce is being placed at the back of the shelf and the older inventory placed
in front so it is purchased first. First-in, first-out is most easily practiced at the dairy case. Nearly all dairy
cases have cold storage behind them. The shelves are readily restocked from the rear leaving the oldest
products in immediate reach of the consumer and the freshest products at the rear. Freshest products
gradually slide (or are pushed) to the front. Milk cartons have a production date embossed across the
top on one side only. Grocers uniformly stock the shelves so that date faces to the rear. Perhaps that is
for easy viewing by the stocking clerks or perhaps it is so the purchaser doesn’t think about looking at
dates when selecting a carton. My experience and practice is that you can readily find the freshest milk
and dairy products for purchase by simply reaching into the dairy case and leaning the front several cartons in a column forward (toward you) and read the production date or “best by” date on the top of the
reverse side of the top of the carton. OFTEN, you will find cartons 3 to even 6 days fresher just 3 or 4
rows back! The first-in, first-out practice is especially true in the fresh juice case. There it takes a little
“digging” and moving the inventory around, again because the dates are on the back of the containers. I
routinely find “use by” dates TWO WEEKS AND MORE later (the juice being 2 weeks fresher) by selecting a container at the back of the staged inventory!

Shaving Cream Update
A couple of years ago I purchased a gaggle of shaving creams, tried them out and offered my opinion concerning their quality. I criticized Gillette shaving gel because the pressurized container functioned
poorly. I raved about Cremo but commented it was pretty “pricey”. Well, Gillette has entirely revised its
pressurized container. I bought one and found it very functional, right to the end, and the gel was very
good and economical. I also recently discovered that Costco now carries Cremo shaving cream tubes in
a three-pack that brings their price down from the former $8.00+/- to about $5.50. The circumstances
have led me to modify my rankings of the two products to a photo-finish tie.

Ultimate Repurposing
Remember when….. Twenty-some years ago, Kings Mountain was served with a school bus that
would transport elementary and middle-school students to and from Half Moon Bay schools. The bus
travelled along Skyline Boulevard, making several designated stops on Kings Mountain to pick up and
drop off students. During winter storms and spring-morning “foggy-drip,” it was often an uncomfortable
wait for our local students. Community residents got together and built several “bus-stop shelters” beneath which students could wait for the bus, protected from the rain and moisture. School bus service
ended years ago and with that the shelters were no longer of use. (A fine remaining example of them
still stands at the intersection of Skyline and Forest Road.) Local resident Jerry O’Connell led the charge
many years ago to erect a shelter at the intersection of Skyline and Comstock Road. Over the years, it
fell into disrepair, damaged by falling tree limbs, rain and moisture. During recent months, the
O’Connell’s have repurposed that old school bus shelter. They lifted it from its decaying perch along
Skyline and transported it on a trailer to a place next to their home -- refitting it into a “five-star chicken
coupe”. It's like a townhouse! Upstairs is for nesting for the chicken (think “master bedroom”) and the
downstairs for “dining”. Access between the floors is accomplished by the chickens walking up and
down a ramp (think “staircase”). The chicken-house has a new roof, revitalized siding, “windows” and
hinged door for the prolific egg-laying chickens to enter and exit. Kudos to the O’Connells for their novel
recycling and repurposing project.
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